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1. Directions(1-5) Each question consist of two words which have a certain relationship to each other
followed by four pairs of related words, Select the pair which has the same relationship.
HOPE:ASPIRES
A.love:elevates

B.film:flam

C.fib:lie

D.fake:ordinary

Answer: C

2. CORPOREAL:SPIRITUAL
A.mesa: plateau

B.moron: savant

C.foreigner: immigrant

D.pedagogue: teacher

Answer: B

3. SYMPHONY:COMPOSER
A.Leonardo: music

B.Fresco: painter

C.colours: pallet

D.art: appreciation

Answer: B

4. INDIGENT:WEALTHY
A.angry:rich

B.native:affluent

C.gauche: graceful

D.scholarly:erudite

Answer: C

5. DISTANCE:MILE
A.liquid:litre

B.bushel:corn

C.weight: scale

D.fame:television

Answer: A

6. Pick out the most effective word(s) from the given words to fill in the blank to make the sentence
meaningfully complete. He lives near a lovely ...... of countryside.
A.length

B.piece

C.section

D.stretch

Answer: D
7. He is a person of sound character and ...... disposition.

A.beneficent

B.morous

C.amiable

D.amicable

Answer: C

8. Natwarlal ...... them all for a ride by producing false documents.
A.took

B.cheated

C.kept

D.let

Answer: A

9. True brevity ...... in saying only what needs to be
A.consists

B.depicts

C.depicts

D.resides

Answer: A

10. Health is too important to be ......
A.discarded

B.despised

C.detested

D.neglected

Answer: D

11. (Direction 11-15) In question below, each passage consist of six sentences. The first and sixth
sentence are given in the beginning. The middle four sentences in each have been removed and
jumbled up. These are labelled as P, Q, R and S. Find out the proper order for the four sentences. S1:
The city is almost a slum and stinks most of time. P : The slush on the road did not deter them. Q :
The occasional slips and falls were considered a small price to pay for the trip. R : They were excited,
fascinated by the sight of fresh snow on the roads. S : Even so, it looked beautiful to tourists of
various categories. S6: But some visitors came away with the unforgettable sight of young labours
scantily clad. The Proper sequence should be:
A.RQPS

B.QPRS

C.RSQP

D.SPQR

Answer: D

12. S1: A gentleman who lived alone always had two plates placed on the table at dinner time. P :
One day just as he sat down to dine, the cat rushed in to the room. Q : One plate was for himself and
other was for his cat. R : she drooped a mouse into her own plate and another into her master plate.
S : He used to give the cat a piece of meat from his own plate. S6: In this way the cat showed her
gratitude to her master. The Proper sequence should be:
A.QSPR
Answer: A

B.PSRQ

C.QRSP

D.RPQS

13. S1: Ants eat worms, centipedes and spiders. P : They are usually much quicker than the ant itself.
Q : Nevertheless, these animals do not make easy game for ants. R : Besides, they have an
extraordinary number of ways of escaping. S : They also eat larvae and insect adults such as flies,
moths and spring tails. S6: Some jump, and some give out a pungent repellent substance. The Proper
sequence should be:
A.SQPR

B.SPRQ

C.SQRP

D.SRQP

Answer: D

14. S1: Satyajit Ray made several films for children. P : Later film makers have followed his lead. Q :
Today other nations are making the children's film in a big way. R : This was at a time when no
director considered children as potential audience. S : Ray was, thus, a pioneer in the field. S6: But
today few think of Ray as a maker of children's films. The Proper sequence should be:
A.PSRQ

B.RSQP

C.RSPQ

D.SQRP

Answer: C

15. S1: Hungary, with a population of about 10 million, lies between Czechoslovakia to the north and
Yugoslavia to the south. P : Here a great deal of grain is grown. Q : In recent years, however,
progress has been made also in the field of industrialisation. R : Most of this country consists of an
extremely fertile plain, through which the river Danube flows. S : In addition to grain, the plain
produces potatoes, sugar, wine and livestock. S6: The new industries derive mainly from agricultural
production. The Proper sequence should be:
A.QRSP
Answer: B

B.RPSQ

C.PRSQ

D.RQSP

